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any, which occurs only once (the noun, of
course, is commoner) in the Scholiast on
the Clouds, v. 386. We may add his 6k

7uv6c (cf. Soph. 00d. Col. 1664) for dawwai,
Lam. i. 22, and EuiEpopm (Eurip. Baccbae

592) for T'hitim, Cant. i. 17, and many other

renderings which will be found in the
indexes. ,
The writing of the MS., the first part of
which seems to be from the hand of the
author, is that of the fourteenth or fifteenth
century. But who is the author? Dr.
Delitzsch has made out a good case for
Elissaeus, a learned Jew of the fourteenth
century, who resided at the court of Murad
1., the conqueror of Adrianople (1361). The
Greek learning of Elissaeus is guaranteed by
the fact that Gemistus Pletho, the Platonist,
one of the lights of the Renaissance, became
his disciple. The liberality of his opinions
by an epistle of Gennadins Seholarius, in
which he is described as 6 r9) Boxziv pc‘v ’qu

51170;, rohbflzug 26. This agrees excellently
with the extraordinary licence of the trans
lation, which admits words so redolent of
heathenism as EK‘IITII (Cant. Vii. 3), imm/idpog

(Cant. Vi. 10), Imu'dg (Prov. Vi. 26). EllS~
saeus, again, was accused by Gennadius of
being a Zoroastrian, and the translator, too,
would seem to have had Persian sympathies,
since he has removed Esther from the five
Megilloth, and substituted Daniel. Dr.
Gebhardt’s style of writing leaves nothing
to be desired; prolegomcna, notes, and indices
enable the reader to gain a very complete
acquaintance with this curious work, which
has hardly yet received the attention it
deserves. T. K. CHEYNE.

MINOR SCIENTIFIC NOTICE.

The Structure and Dz'stn'bufion of Coral Reefs.
By Charles Darwin, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. \Vith
three Plates. Second Edition, revised. (Smith,
Elder, & Co.) It is now nearly forty years since
Mr. Darwin, in a memorable paper read before the
Geological Society of London, first sketched the
outlines of his famous theory of Coral Reefs. The
views originally advanced in that memoir were soon
afterwards worked out in detail, and nblished in
the shape of the well-known volumew ich formed
the first part of the Geology of the Voyage of the
Beagle. It is the second edition of this volume
which is now in our hands. Mr. Darwin's admir
able investigations on the structure of coral reefs,
the theory which he philosophically deduced
from those investigations, and the grand general
isations which flowed from his theory, are too
well known to need more than a passing reference.
By carefully comparing the different forms of reef
one with another, he was enabled not only to
classify them, but to establish a relation, pre
viously unsuspected, between the several classes.
Observations on the growth of the reef—building
polypes had shown that their range in depth is
confined within narrow limits; and couplin this
fact with the hy othesis that certain areas 0 land
are gradually sin ing, Mr. Darwin was led to the
construction of a theory which offered at once a
simple and satisfactory explanation of all the ob
served phenomena. It has fallen to the lot of few
men of science to seemore of corals and coral reefs
than Professor Dana has seen 3 and it is therefore
instructive to hear how Mr. Darwin’s theory is
viewed by so competent a judge.

“ The theory of
Darwin," says Professor Dana, “ gave me, in my
ocean journeyings, not only light but delight, since
facts found their places under it so readily, and
derived from it so wide a bearing on the earth’s

history." At the same time it was hardly to be
expected that a theory of such originality as Mr.
Darwin's should stand for more than three de

cades unassailed by hostile criticism; nor
would this, perhaps, have been desirable, for

a sound theory, like a reef-forming coral, flourishes
best where the waves are strongest. Yet the only
serious objections which have been urged against
Mr. Darwin’s views are those which were raised a

few years ago by Professor Carl Semper. In a
Rci'scbrrirlit published in Siebold and Kelliker's

Zeitscbnft, and partly reproduced in an expanded
form as an a eudix to his popular lectures on the

Philippine slands, the \Viirzburg naturalist ex

plained his views
“ im Gegensatz zur Darwin'schen

Senkungstheerie.” The publication of a new

edition of Mr. Darwin's work has afforded its

author an op ortunity of re lying to these stric

tures. At t e same time glr. Darwin has taken
occasion to insert a number of new facts which

lend themselves to the support of his theory,
whilst he has revised the entire work, and almost

rewritten some of the later chapters. The basis
of evidence on which the theory rests is thus
broadened, and the work in its present form is

more than ever entitled to occupy the position
which it has always held—that of our standard
treatise on Coral Reefs.

Treepaam-s: 8,1owingbowtheInbabita-n-isqfEarth,
Air, and lVater are enabled to Trespass on Domi
nions not their own. By the Rev. J. G. \Vood, M.A.,
F.L.S., author of the “Illustrated Natural His
tory," “Homes without Hands," &c'. \Vith nu
merous Illustrations. (Seeley, Jackson d: Halli
day.) The writings of Mr. J. G. \Vood are sowell
known that it is scarcely necessary to say more
than that this book is nicely got up, of the usual

quality.and sure to be entertaining to a number of

persons who would not study a more scientific

treatise. The plan of the work is
,

indeed, the

reverse of scientific, jumbliug together the whale

and the hippopotamus, the water beetle and the

penguin, on the imaginary ground that they are
“ trespassers on dominions not their own." Not

withstanding this defect, the descriptions of the
various creatures and their habits will be found
very readable by young persons, and will help to
extend a taste for natural history.
In some cases a little more carewould have been
desirable. It is surely a mistake to suppose that
the thick coat of whales blubber protects the

internal organs of the animal from the pressure
of the water when it dives to great depths.
In another place Mr. Wood tells the old story
of Goethe and the skull, claiming for him the

discovery on which is based the whole modern

knowledge of the skeleton and its homologues;
the fact being, that although the idea of the skull

being composed of modified vertebrae occurred
first to the poet, it was independently originated
by Oken, and published by him while Goethe was,
asHuxley says, a “ silent partner

” in the thought.
Mr. \Vood does not seem aware that Huxley’s
investigations appear to

“ negative the hypothesis
that the skull is in any sense a modification of

vertebrae." But errors or inadvertences of this
description do not materially detract from the

utility or probable popularity of works like the
Treepassere,especially when, as in the present case,

they have the advantage of good type, paper,
and illustrations.

Insects Abroad; being a Popular Account o
f

Foreign Insects, their Structure, Habits, and Trans

formations. By the Rev. J. G. \Vood, llI.A.,
F.L.S., author of “Insects at Home," “Homes
without Hands,” “Bible Animals,” &c. Illus
trated with 600 fi ures b E. A. Smith and J. B.
Zwecker, engraved by . A. Pearson. (Long
maus.) Mr. \Vood must have taken a great deal

of trouble in the com ilatiou of this interesting
and useful book, whic comprises descriptions of

“860 insects, 600 of which have been figured,”
and “ the illustrations and descriptions made from

actual specimens.” The author adds, that to

secure accuracy the engraver inspected the insects
before touching the block on which they were
drawn. The result is certainly of more than average
merit in the re resentations, but we wish English
engravers wou d come nearer to the French in de
licacy of shading and elegance of composition.
The woodcuts scattered abundantly through the

letterpress are more effective than the page plates,
most of which are damaged by an excess of mono
tonous shading all over the backgrounds.
As this work is intended for popular reading,
Mr. \Vood has avoided the hard words and tech
nical descri tions which would only be intelligible
to professe entemologists, and he has freely used
the descri tions of \Vallace, Bates, and other dis
tinguishem travellers to give vitality to his pages.
He has likewise, as far as he could, explained the
meanings of the generic and specific names which
naturalists have given to the various objects.
Like other classical scholars who try to explain the
Greek and Latin put to this purpose, he has often to
complain, and wishes that the names were always
descriptive of some real characteristic of the
creature, and not, as at present is often the case,
nonsensical or unintelligible. Naturalists would
do well to attend to such remonstrances, but the
fact is names are usually wanted for identifica—
tion before enough is known of the objects they
are to designate; and attempts at descriptive ap
pellations often fail, and are then worse than

purely conventional titles. It is thus exceedingly
common in Botany and Zoologyto find generic
names indicatinga peculiarity not found in many,
or in most, of the species ranged under it

,

though

it happened to exrst in the one first known.
Looking over a work of this description with
hundreds of illustrations, the most careless ob
server must be struck with the anmzing varieties
in the forms of insects, their diversities far sur

passing what is found among mammals, birds,
reptiles, or fishes, which two latter come nearest.
Among the strangest will be noticed some of the
gigantic beetles—the extremely odd “ walking
sticks,” like stems of plants on which they feed,
the various leaf insects, which marvellously mimic,
not only the general shape and colour of the
leaves among which they perch, but copy minute
details of markings, so that a botanist might be
deceived, and the queer monstrosities of shape in
various Homoptera, on one of which (Phenom au
ricoma, of Merico), Mr. Wood remarks : “Any one
unacquainted with entomology could hardly be
lieve that it really was an insect, and not the
creation of some fantastic manufacturer of sham
insects. The general colour is pale green, but it

has upon its head a crest of long, soft, silky, gold
coloured hair. The whole surface of the body is

covered with a white downy secretion, which
looks as if the insect had been hastily made from
cotton wool. The long fibres that trail behind
the insect are of similar material, and look very
much as if they had been made of cotton wool
loosely twisted by the hands.” \Vheu we consider
that the entire group of cree in , crawling, flying,
and swimming objects, of a1 s rapes and innume
rable sizes, called insects, the majority undergoing
strange transformations, are really connected to

gether by certain structural peculiarities common to
all, and distinguishing them, on the whole, pretty
sharply from other groups, we are struck with the

amazing plasticity of the type they represent. No
other grou s gests so strongly to the unen uiring
observer t ei ea of a multitude of specie crea
tions, and yet in the hands of Wallace, Bates, and
Darwin, they have been made to furnish some of
the strongest evidences in favour of the develop
ment theory.

They also offer highly curious illustrations of
instinct, frequently passing into_something very
like reason, as is especially the case with many
of the ants so highly eulogised by Mr. Belt, who

is disposed to place them among the most intelli—

gent of animals, an opinion difficult to dispute
when we find some of them bri n'ing up other
ants to be their servants, others urying their
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